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Welcome to Euro London’s European Hiring Trends Report. With two offices in London as well as operations in 
Windsor, Manchester, Frankfurt, Munich, Düsseldorf, Paris, Luxembourg and Zurich, we are in an ideal position 
to give you a snapshot of recruitment trends for multilingual staff across Europe. For up to the minute 
information and advice about your hiring requirements, please contact your local office - the contact details 
for all our locations can be found at the end of this report. 
 
Introduction 

The findings in this report reflect a mixed picture across Europe, though there are finally signs of at least some 
light at the end of the tunnel. In the first quarter of this year, the economy of the European Union as a whole 
has been stable, although some individual member states are facing austere times with debt deficits to take 
control of. It was the stability of the economies of Germany, France and United Kingdom which enabled the 
member states of the European Union to avoid the collapse of the Euro and to avert a double dip recession. 
Greece was hit hardest by its sovereign debt crisis almost defaulting on its obligations and only saved by a 
bailout of EU states led by Germany. However this has been cast into doubt with May election results seeing 
anti austerity parties being voted into parliament pledging to oppose any further cuts being accepted, even if 
these austerity measures are necessary for further funds to be transferred to Greece from other EU member 
states. Italy, Portugal, Spain and Ireland have also had to make measurable cuts to their national budget to 
reduce the strain on their economies; whilst many other EU member countries have positioned themselves for 
minimal growth in 2012.  
 
The majority of sectors within our recruitment practices have remained stable, with growth in some sectors – 
namely sales, E-Commerce and technical roles as organisations focus on business development. 
 
Salaries are generally remaining flat or rising in line with inflation, however benefits offered by companies are 
being cut back, instead just offering employees their basic salary. 
 
We are still seeing lengthy hiring processes due to the difficulty of obtaining sign off for increases in 
permanent headcount – a trend that has continued since our last report. 
 
Across Europe, language skills remain very much in demand - the most sought after languages being German, 
French, Dutch, English and Scandinavian languages. 
 
The outlook certainly looks brighter than it did in autumn 2011 when the Eurozone crisis was in full swing and 
credit rating agencies were downgrading country’s credit ratings. There are definite signs of markets picking up 
with a boost in confidence among both clients and candidates. The IMF predicts that the global economy will 
grow by 3.5% in 2012, it will be even more crucial to recruit linguists and maximise on new business 
opportunities across the globe. 
 
Hiring Trends – UK 
 
London 
 
• Increase in support roles 
• Growth in digital sector – Particularly within E-Commerce and Mobile Technology (Apps) 
• City hiring Stable 
 

The UK economy, which is still recovering from the 2007-2009 credit crunch, almost went into a double dip 
recession in late 2011 due to the impact of the Euro zone sovereign debt crisis. However, a recent report out 
from the PMI (Purchasing Managers Index) has shown positive growth in the first quarter of 2012 which looks 
to have averted another recession. This is backed up by a quarterly report by the REC (Recruitment and 
Employment Confederation) stating that the number of staff being appointed has risen for three months in a 
row with March seeing the most new jobs created in 8 months, this is also seen by our London office.  
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Support roles have become key over the last quarter, particularly in the E-Commerce and import/export 
sectors as organisations look to develop new business as fast as possible. Multilingual support candidates with 
proven work experience are in great demand for roles at both entry and junior levels. 
 
Salaries have remained stable for experienced support professionals, however they have declined in respect to 
entry level positions and basic experience candidates leading to a disconnect between hiring organisations 
who want to maximise their return on investment, and candidates who are seeking financial stability.  
 
The digital sector has been a main area of growth, especially positions focused on E-Commerce and online 
support with German, Dutch and Swedish being the most sought after languages. Looking ahead to the future, 
the development of the digital sector looks set to continue as businesses realise the value in investing in online 
products and marketing, this was helped in London due to a government backed scheme (Tech City). Online 
and digital marketing companies both large and small are setting up and running company offices; from start 
ups to multinational organisations, there is a growing digital market in London. 
 
The accounting, legal and financial services sectors look set to grow slowly but steadily, as confidence in the 
economy recently hit by the Euro Zone crisis looks to stabilise. More businesses look to be increasing their 
permanent headcounts and so we predict a ‘right sizing’ of the market during 2012.  However, the Euro Zone 
crisis has made companies weary of expanding too fast due to some countries facing austerity and credit 
downgrades. 
 
During the last quarter, our City office, which specialises in banking and financial markets, has seen a 
noticeable recruitment drive centred around equity markets, operations roles and regulatory and compliance 
auditors. Additionally, the foreign exchange arena remains as competitive as ever among both the traditional 
key players and some new entrants into the market, keen to capitalise on the thousands of daily trades across 
the square mile. Banking and Financial markets and contract hires have significantly grown during quarter one, 
especially within operations and compliance as confidence returns to this recruitment solution post AWR. 
 
A main challenge in the London area across all sectors is the lack of high quality candidates with competitive 
experience. Many organisations have experimented with sourcing candidates for themselves, assuming that 
due to the candidate rich market they can be more selective and will find a new hire easily. The realisation has 
dawned that quantity does not equate to quality and that finding good applicants is not an easy task – 
particularly when inundated with several hundred CVs. By working in close partnership with it’s clients and 
offering guidance and market knowledge, Euro London is able to manage expectations and deliver real value. 
 
Thames Valley 
 
• iGaming remains key as online markets enter new territories 
• Growth in life science and health sectors 
• Most sectors remaining stable 
 

Despite the downturn, the iGaming and betting sector has remained resilient, with roles for web designers and 
community managers in particular. Other sectors such as healthcare have remained stable and are showing 
signs of recovery as well as IT contracting and sales & marketing showing growth in the first quarter of 2012. 
 
The main challenge facing the Thames Valley is the same problem faced nearby in London. Businesses assume 
that there is a huge pool of talent available and consequently, employers are being less flexible about 
requirements, skill sets and remuneration. However many of the candidates that are available are not of the 
high quality that employers are looking for – the best candidates need to be tempted to move – particularly 
when the economy is perceived to be unstable. However, we are starting to see the end of headcount freezes 
as business confidence grows. In the secretarial and customer service sectors, candidates have been more 
flexible in their job hunting and so employers in this area have had a wider pool of candidates to choose from. 
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With regards to languages, German as well as Dutch and Scandinavian languages such as Swedish are high in 
demand, particularly in the iGaming sector.  We have also seen an increase in demand for eastern European 
languages in the IT sector as well as a growing request for candidates who speak languages from emerging 
markets including Mandarin and Korean. 
 
We anticipate a continued growth in confidence leading not only to more vacancies but also to more people 
willing to make a career change, and subsequently a surge in recruitment activity.  
 
North West 
 
• Manchester hot spot 
• Stability in the Customer Service sector 
• Lack of experienced candidates creating upward pressure on salaries 

 
Manchester in recent years has become a hub of multilingual recruitment activity, perhaps due to the 
increasingly international nature of the city and in particular the university. With a stable economy, we have 
seen a slight increase in demand from the sales and marketing sector as organisations look to secure more 
multilingual export sales candidates, increasing the amount of exports with foreign clients and decreasing 
reliance on a one market strategy. However, despite growth in this sector, these vacancies have also been the 
most difficult to fill. Reluctance from job seekers to move into a targeted sales environment in the current 
market, has led to an experienced candidate shortage within the Northwest of England. Roles in customer 
service and administration have been the least challenging to fill, due to candidate availability in a 
geographical area which has recently become a hot spot for customer service work. 
Temporary vacancies are stable but slow with companies looking to steady their headcount after the Euro 
Zone crisis of 2011. 
 
The lack of experienced candidates mixed with unwillingness to move by applicants has led to a shortfall in the 
number of candidates. There are also fewer language graduates entering the market, as many are pursuing 
their education further. These factors have driven salaries upwards in the North West by as much as 15%. 
 
As in the rest of the UK, French, German and Dutch continue to be the most sought after languages. We are 
also experiencing a continued lack of Dutch speaking candidates, and also those with Scandinavian language 
ability. 
 
As the markets remain uncertain about the Euro we expect a degree of uncertainty within the labour markets. 
We do expect the labour market to remain stable for the foreseeable future however, it is hard to predict 
growth in all sectors in this region, with most of the growth arising out of companies looking to export abroad 
to spread their bets within the global economy. 
 
Hiring Trends – France 
 
• Stable economy 
• Need for experienced candidates 
• Salaries stable 

 
As the Euro Zone is uncertain about its future, France, one of its main backers and who supported countries 
during the sovereign debt crisis is looking increasingly unstable itself. With the French unemployment rate is at 
9.6% according to latest statistics and so you could be worried; however, there could be light on the horizon. 
 
With many economies around the globe looking for stability and increasingly spreading their bets, exporting to 
various other nations, caution may be winning the battle in the employment sector. Many companies who 
kept a level head count since the Euro Zone crisis late last year, may be showing signs of cautious growth. 
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The secretarial market has contracted due not only to cutbacks in administrative staff but also the fact that 
there is simply less fluidity in the market as candidates opt to stay put rather than move jobs in uncertain 
times. 
 
The IT sector has seen a lack of experienced candidates willing to change jobs at the moment, this is causing 
many inexperienced candidates fresh on the market to opt for jobs that may pay less than the market rate is 
paying, we are therefore seeing a salary difference between experienced and inexperienced candidates. IT 
placements have proved the most challenging to fill as companies are taking too long to make decisions and 
therefore risk losing the best candidates. 
 
A shortage of quality and experienced candidates on the market remains, especially candidates who are fluent 
in the combinations of Swedish & French and German & French. It has also been hard to find experienced 
candidates whose first language is English but who also speak French, although more graduates of this nature 
are arriving from the UK to seek opportunities. Salaries remain stable although in some sectors decreasing by 
around 5%, but these look set to rise again as stability in the market is matched with confidence in 
recruitment. 
 
Hiring Trends – Germany 
 
• Growth in the IT sector, including developers of PHP and .Net  
• Growth in the digital market 
• Stable financial market 
 

Our German offices have reported a growth in the IT and Digital market over the last quarter. Organisations 
are being given the green light to recruit again, especially for E-Commerce and software development roles. 
 
The market for accountancy professionals remains stable across most of Germany, particularly in real estate, a 
sector that is more stable in Germany than in other European countries. 
 
Our sales and marketing division has experienced increased demand particularly in the on-line marketing and 
the Digital market, a major growth industry in these times of uncertain stability. Our offices across Germany 
have seen an increase in roles being posted for E-Commerce and mobile application development. There has 
also been an increase in demand for consultants at price comparison websites where business has really taken 
off since the global credit crisis in 2008 where customers looked to gain the best value for money as budgets 
were squeezed, this trend has not only continued, but grown and so too has the price comparison sector’s 
headcount. 
 
Germany is currently suffering a shortage of experienced candidates in the IT sector, with a large demand for 
developers particularly PHP and .Net. This has caused IT candidate’s salary expectations to increase within the 
sector. We are also seeing a lack of junior sales candidates where there is another skill shortage for 
experienced candidates with the required skills. 
 
The lack of Specialist IT candidates has meant there has been an increase in salaries in that sector, however 
across most sectors there has been a cut in the amount of fringe benefits being offered by companies, with 
managers deciding to offer just the basic salary. 
 
While we are seeing some demand in the banking sector, the events of last year have made the current 
situation hard to predict. Germany’s exposure to the Greek debt crisis has meant inward investment to 
financial institutes is being increasingly watched and new roles being put on hold. However there is stability in 
the market place and much of the rest of the German economy is booming, especially in IT, Technology and E-
Commerce. 
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In common with other parts of Europe, the hiring process continues to be lengthy with organisations not only 
taking a protracted period of time over decision making, but also offering salaries below expectations in the 
mistaken belief that this will be acceptable in a market still not fully recovered from recession. This has in fact 
led to candidates being far more selective and turning down offers which are below market rate.  
 
Apart from German; English, French and Swedish are the most in demand languages. 
 
Hiring Trends – Switzerland 
 
• Slow start to the year 
• Market remains stable with one of lowest unemployment rates in Europe 
• Lengthy hiring processes 
 

We have seen the Swiss market remaining stable over the past quarter and hope to see growth over the 
remaining year. This will be driven by growing demand from trading partners and improving activity within the 
financial markets. 
 
With the banking sector having been hit badly by the downturn and Zurich being a hub of financial activity, 
hiring in the sector remains a challenge. However, we have experienced continuing high demand in the sales 
area as organisations look at boosting business development. 
 
The recruitment process continues to be a lengthy one, with companies taking too long to make decisions and 
therefore losing out on the best candidates. Despite rising unemployment and weak retail sales, hiring is still 
going on for business critical roles, especially in finance. These niche skills are not easy to find and the problem 
is being compounded by the length of time needed to obtain sign off for hire. As the recovery begins to take 
shape we foresee a slow and steady improvement in both hiring times and the volume of vacancies on the 
market. 

 
Hiring Trends – Luxembourg 
 
• Core stability in the job market 
• Increased demand for legal personnel 
• Banking and finance confidence set to return 

 
Luxembourg's stable, high-income economy has historically featured solid growth, low inflation, and low 
unemployment. However, due to Luxembourg’s reliance on its high finance banking industry, usually centred 
on international finance as their local economy is quite small, Luxembourg has not been left untouched by the 
credit crunch of 2008 and the Euro Zone crisis of 2011 – which could still have more blows to deal to Euro Zone 
economies. We have seen a degree of unexpected stability in Luxembourg’s financial labour markets. 
 
Steel, Telecommunications and Tourism have all stayed important factors with in Luxembourg’s economy with 
Arcelor Mittal, the worlds largest steel producer headquartered in Luxembourg. This has been shown in 
Luxembourg’s stable steel economy and its knock on effects to the labour market. 
 
We are, however, seeing an increased demand for in expertise in the legal area – especially for candidates with 
compliance and regulatory experience. In the areas of financial advisory and fiduciary, demand for specialists 
has remained stable. 
 
For obvious reasons, German, French and English remain the most sought after languages. However, finding 
the combination of technical skill, experience and language ability is proving a challenge. 
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UK Offices European Offices 
 
London Office  

Three Kings Court 
150 Fleet Street 
London EC4A 2DQ 
Tel: 020 7583 0180 
Fax : 020 7583 7800 
Email: london@eurolondon.com 

 
Windsor Office - Berkshire 

5 Victoria Street 
Windsor 
Berks SL4 1HB 
Tel: 01753 853400 
Fax : 01753 860100 
email: windsor@eurolondon.com 

 
Manchester Office 
10th Floor 

3 Hardman Street 
Manchester M3 3HF 
Tel: 0161 228 6000 
Fax: 0161 228 6001 
email: manchester@eurolondon.com 

 

Frankfurt Office - Germany 

Goethestrasse 23 
D - 60313 Frankfurt am Main 
Tel: +49 (0)69/ 219 32 -0 
Fax: +49 (0)69 / 219 32 -111 
email: frankfurt@eurolondon.de  

 
Munich Office - Germany 

Maximilianstraße 25 
D - 80539 München 
Tel: +49 (0)89 23 23 95 80 
Fax: +49 (0)89 23 23 95 899 
email: munich@eurolondon.de  

 
Düsseldorf Office - Germany 

Königsallee 106 
D - 40215 Düsseldorf 
T +49 (0)211 301 22 -300 
F +49 (0)211 301 22 -200 
email: duesseldorf@eurolondon.de  

 
Paris Office - France 
21 Boulevard Haussmann 
2ème étage 
75009 Paris 
Tél: +33 (0)1 56 03 67 70 
Fax: +33 (0)1 56 03 67 71 

email: paris@eurolondon.fr 
 

Luxembourg Office - Luxembourg 

46A Avenue John F Kennedy 
1855 Luxembourg 
Tel: +35202005703 
email: luxembourg@eurolondon.lu 

 
Zurich Office - Switzerland 

Dreikönigstrasse 31a 
CH - 8002 Zürich 
Tel: + 41 (0) 44 208 3 234 
Fax: + 41 (0) 44 208 3 610 
email: zurich@eurolondon.ch 
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